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     Online Casinos New Zealand reviews 2023!
    

     Looking for the best online casino New Zealand reviews? We have the most Top and up-to-date casino review guide! It is perfect to discover the best sites available on the market and play in 2023.
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           Rating: 88
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           Rating: 88
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           Released: 05/22/2020
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           Released: 17/04/2020
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           Released: 11/11/2019
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           Casino New Zealand
          


           Released: 19/10/2018
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           Popularity: 100
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           Popularity: 99
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           Popularity: 97
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           Popularity: 96
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           Casino New Zealand
          


           Popularity: 96
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           Analysis performed: 07/05/2021
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           Analysis performed: 09/12/2020
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           Analysis performed: 09/11/2020
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           Analysis performed: 04/02/2020
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           Analysis carried out: 30/03/2020
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           Casino New Zealand
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           Customer support: 100
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           Casino New Zealand
          


           Customer support: 100
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           Customer support: 100
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           Cosmo
          


           Customer support: 86
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           Customer Support: 75
          



























         All casinos
        





	
            Name
           	
            Total assessment
           	
            Popularity
           	
            Usability
           	
            Customer support
           	
            Release
           
	

             888
            
	
            88
           	
            92
           	
            83
           	
            75
           	
            10/01/1997
           
	

             All Slots
            
	
            84
           	
            79
           	
            84
           	
            100
           	
            23/10/2020
           
	

             Lucky Days
            
	
            75
           	
            98
           	
            62
           	
            50
           	
            04/07/2019
           
	

             Cosmo
            
	
            82
           	
            80
           	
            90
           	
            86
           	
            17/04/2020
           
	

             Betclic
            
	
            88
           	
            100
           	
            81
           	
            62
           	
            07/10/2016
           
	

             Zodiac
            
	
            76
           	
            70
           	
            86
           	
            80
           	
            31/01/2020
           
	

             Emu
            
	
            63
           	
            60
           	
            51
           	
            51
           	
            22/05/2020
           
	

             Casino New Zealand
            
	
            86
           	
            96
           	
            81
           	
            100
           	
            19/10/2018
           
	

             Mate
            
	
            88
           	
            99
           	
            69
           	
            75
           	
            25/07/2016
           
	

             Jackpot City
            
	
            84
           	
            90
           	
            82
           	
            75
           	
            05/09/2018
           
	

             SkyCity
            
	
            76
           	
            85
           	
            61
           	
            50
           	
            11/11/2019
           
	

             Rizk
            
	
            87
           	
            97
           	
            68
           	
            75
           	
            22/09/2017
           
	

             Billboard
            
	
            75
           	
            75
           	
            60
           	
            100
           	
            04/06/2021
           
	

             Lucky Nugget Casino
            
	
            81
           	
            85
           	
            85
           	
            50
           	
            25/11/2016
           
	

             Spin
            
	
            93
           	
            96
           	
            78
           	
            100
           	
            04/09/2017
           











        Latest New Zealand casinos in 2023!
       



       Looking for the coolest New Zealand casino reviews?
       
        Bonus
       
       ? Offers? A place that offers
       

         No Deposit Bonus
        

       ? Those who offer
       
        best app to play on mobile
       
       ?
      


       Expect to find the best tips for playing at an online casino in New Zealand with our casino reviews! Our team is always ready to help you with the best virtual casino names 2023!
      



        Online Casino New Zealand reviews
       



       Looking for the best casino site on the market for fun? We have prepared a casino review with all the details you should pay attention to when looking for a quality and reliable casino, such as:
      

	

         A casino license approved under the terms of the SRIJ
        

	

         An easy to use and attractive platform
        

	

         Security measures to protect your personal and financial data
        

	

         A good selection casino games with better payouts
        

	

         Attractive bonuses
        

	

         Regular offers and promotions
        

	

         Multiple deposit options and quick withdrawals
        

	

         A friendly and efficient customer support team
        







          Do you know what documents are required to register on a casino site? Check it out here!
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        1. Bonuses and promotions the casinos offer
       



       Promotions and offers are key when choosing a place to play! Good deals help in good prizes! Find out with our casino reviews how the site regularly offers promotions and whether there are any special offers.
      



        Welcome bonus
       



       The welcome bonus is the one received at the time of registration for new players. Playing with a good welcome bonus can make all the difference to getting started in a new casino. Search through our casino reviews, first of all, the no deposit bonuses, as these allow you to play without losing anything.
      



        Free spins bonus
       



       Bonus
       
        free spins
       
       it is an advantage when trying your luck in slot Machine games. These are free spins that can help you increase winnings by squeezing the game into your favorite slot! Find out through casino reviews whether the house offers weekly promotions with free spins and how to get them.
      



        Offers and promotions
       



       Casinos that care about retaining their players always offer
       
        periodic promotions
       
       , weekly, biweekly or monthly. However, please find out in the casino reviews what terms and conditions the casino required. A wagering requirement greater than x40 the bonus amount to withdraw the bonus is usually not rewarding.
      



        VIP loyalty program
       



       The internet casino loyalty program is always important. Find out with the help of casino reviews if the site has a program that allows you to earn more bonuses and increase benefits while playing more.
      


	
           You know what?
          
	
           Does New Zealand have the oldest physical casino ? The New Zealand government officially authorized the activity of casinos in 1927 in the country. But despite this, these houses only became part of the dollarpeia routine in the seventeenth century, with various games that can be found to this day.
          





        2. Developers and the games available
       



       The technology applied to gaming software is increasingly sophisticated and allows casinos to provide their users with an experience very similar to what they could experience in a land-based casino without having to move. Check with the casino reviews if the page offers games coming from leading developers and thus ensure a better gaming experience.
      



        Slot Games selection
       



       Browse the games catalog and look for the news.
      


       Is there always a constant update with new titles? The
       
        classic slot games are in the catalog
       
       ? What Variety games is available?
      


       Casino reviews can offer a detailed search for providers and different slot themes on your site, take advantage of these features and browse as much as you want!
      


       Be sure to try the free games in the demo version.
      



        Poker rooms
       



       O
       
        poker
       
       it is one of the favorite casino games of New Zealand players.
      


       If you are a fan of this sensational card game, you will be happy to know that the most complete online poker site Lucky Nugget it is one of our recommended casinos!
      


       You can play online poker in various modes and also interact with other players.
      



        Casino providers
       



       The
       
        developers
       
       they are constantly improving, with unique, unique and super creative games.
      


       Browse the casino reviews produced by our team and rest assured that the site has some of the best known software providers such as
       
        NetEnt
       
       ,
       
        iSoftBet
       
       ,
       
        Pragmatic Play
       
       ,
       
        Play'n Go
       
       and
       
        EGT Interactive
       
       .
      


       These are the most popular names in producing quality games on the market!
      



        Exclusive table games
       



       Some houses offer exclusive games, even with the software developer himself, as is the case with Lucky Nugget casino.
      


       Find out in the casino reviews what facilities and exclusives in the games that the site offers.
      


	
           You know what?
          
	
           In order for casinos to be considered legal, a license is required for them. The most common licenses for online houses are from countries such as Malta, Gibraltar, the United Kingdom, Curaçao and New Zealand. In our country, the Gaming Regulation and Inspection Service (SRIJ) is the body that coordinates and oversees gaming activity, holding control, inspection, regulatory and sanctioning powers.
          





        3. Available payment methods
       



       Nowadays, we all know how important it is to pay for services with our option
       
        payment
       
       preferential.
      


       Although credit cards remain a popular option, however, internet casino players may prefer eWallets and other methods because they are faster and even more secure.
      


       In a casino review, local methods such as ATM and MBWay are very convenient options for New Zealand players in particular, because contacting the services of the applications is more convenient and faster.
      



        Most popular deposit methods
       



       The most popular New Zealand internet casino deposit methods are:
      

	


          VISA cards
         
         e Mastercard
        

	


          ATM
         


	


          Bank transfer
         


	

         Electronic wallets:
         
          Skrill
         
         ,
         
          Neteller
         
         ,
         
          PayPal
         
         and
         
          Paysafecard
         





	
           You know what?
          
	

            Spin
           
           and
           
            888 Casino
           
           they are one of the most respected and well evaluated by our team. This is because they have really studied and invested in the New Zealand public, creating versions, Games, Customer Service and payment forms according to our style and market!
          





        4. RTP of each casino
       



       One term you should be familiar with when looking for a web casino is RTP, Return to Player.
      


       RTP is a percentage number that indicates the average return that the player can get in a game, either in a slot or in a table.
      


       If a game has a payout percentage or RTP of 97%, the casino will pay$ 97 for every$ 100 wagered on average.
      


       However, this amount is theoretical, that is, it does not necessarily mean that the player will get back the 97$ back, since a game has numerous daily bets.
      


       The RTP can also be found as an average casino, or per game, as is the case with slots. This can be found in any casino and/or game review on our site.
      






           In doubt about the casino terminologies? Check out a full article on this here!
          







        5. Customer service
       



       An ideal customer service would preferably be provided in New Zealand as it would make it easier for the player to access and understand.
      


       It is also essential that the chat time is at opportune times, or better, 24h/7 or with a free telephone line that can be easily answered.
      


       Take a look at our casino reviews and avoid sites that do not have any of the above facilities, as a small problem with the casino account can take a long time to resolve.
      


	
           You know what?
          
	
           The web casinos
           
            Spin
           
           and
           
            Casino New Zealand
           
           they are highlights when it comes to customer service. They have several service channels such as an FAQ section, email service, national telephone and 24-hour live chat with our language.
          





        6. Mobile APP available for download
       



       Mobile apps are generally faster and more practical for handling your casino account and finding games.
      


       Especially for specific games or sports betting, an online mobile casino application can help you much more easily.
      


       Some casinos offer the responsive version with a quality similar to a mobile application, without the need to download software, in this case optimal.
      


       Always try to know in our casino reviews the options that the casino offers its players.
      



        7. Responsible gaming methods
       



       Search with the help of a casino Analysis How to know if the site where you want to register has some
       

         tools to assist users with Game abuse issues
        

       . These tools include:
      

	


          Deposit limits
         
         .
        
        Find out if you can set your own daily, weekly and monthly limits for casino deposits.
       
	


          Self-exclusion.
         

        All casino sites must provide permanent or temporary self-exclusion options for their users. According to Section III of
        
         Decree-Law 66/2015 of 29 April, granted by the SRIJ,
        
        the self-exclusion period has a minimum duration of 3 months, and can be set indefinitely if necessary.
       



	
           Always be vigilant and seek help if you need it!
          
	
           If necessary, and for your protection, you can contact the service
           
            Lifeline
           
           through the number 1414 (available every day between 10:00 to 18:00) or through email
           

             [email protected]
            

           . This specialized telephone line is a service with psychological counseling (anonymous, free and confidential) that belongs to the Intervention Service of Addictive Behaviors and dependencies (SICAD) of the Ministry of Health.
          





        8. Acting license
       



       First of all, it is important to ensure that the casino is licensed and regulated by a reputable authority.
      


       This would ensure additional layers of security, fair gaming outcomes and greater commitment to responsible gaming practices.
      


[image: Gambling in New Zealand saw an increase in Q3 2021]


       New Zealand's online gambling regulator is the SRIJ, the
       
        Gaming Regulation and Inspection Service
       
       . It issues licenses to bookmakers to operate sports betting and casino games.
      


       Make sure that the casino has a license validated by the SRIJ if it accepts New Zealand players.
      



        Different online casino New Zealand reviews
       



       There are different types of betting sites, some specializing in sports betting, others in real-time games, and even an all-time site for online poker, as is the case with our partner PokerStar.
      


       Learn more about the different types of casinos and existing ones.
      



        The”classic " online casino
       



       The classic web casino is what we are used to finding, the famous of all the few.
      


       You can find from a wide selection of slots, table games against only the dealer and multi-hands, sports betting, tournaments and Live casino games.
      



        Live Casino
       



       Some online houses specialize in live games, with a real dealer interacting at a table with several players.
      


       These are the
       
        Live Casinos
       
       who seek to pass the atmosphere of a real physical casino with the interaction and excitement of live games.
      



        Crypto Casinos
       



       Cryptocurrencies are so-called virtual currency exchanges.
      


       Some sites have started accepting cryptocurrencies as a payment method, such as bitcoins on account deposits, for example.
      


	

            NOTE:
           

	
           In New Zealand, no casino site accepts Bitcoin as a payment method yet.
          





        New Zealand casino reviews
       



	



              Casino Spin
             


	



              Emu
             


	



              Mate
             



	



              Betclic
             


	



              Cosmo
             


	



              Jackpot City
             



	



              Rizk
             


	



              888
             


	



              SkyCity
             



	



              All Slots
             


	



              Casino New Zealand
             


	



              Lucky Nugget Casino
             








        How to make money when playing in casinos
       



       The main goal when playing at a casino should be fun. We can try to earn more, with
       



           game strategies, such as in slots
          



       .
      


       But always keep in mind that online gambling should be seen as a fun, interaction and time-pass, not as a means of obtaining monetary funds.
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        How to tell if the casino is legitimate?
       



       Several factors can help you recognize if a casino page is legitimate. Starting with the appearance of the site, the way and speed that navigation happens.
      


       Online casinos of "facade" do not have a consistent operating system, and therefore, failures are common.
      


       The design, images and icons on the landing pages usually do not load on a site that was created overnight, and of course, will not work accordingly.
      


       The tip that does not fail in this regard is to research the site with the help of a casino analysis. Seek details, where it is based, casino license, and also user reviews.
      


	
           You know what?
          
	
           Darlings of the Tugas, slot machines accounted for 73% of the total bets placed in the first quarter of 2021 in New Zealand casinos, according to the SRIJ.
          





        Online casino New Zealand reviews conclusion
       



       To choose an online casino that appeals to you, perhaps the first thing you should check out is the selection of casino games.
      


       If you like the variety of games offered, you can check out the welcome bonus and whether you can use it in those games. Secondly, you can take it a step further and check out the promotions or Offers section of the casino, to see what kind of offers it offers.
      


       Do you have at least one regular or limited-time offer on the games you like to play? Do you have a loyalty program that you can benefit from?
      


       These are all things you should consider if you want to receive regular casino rewards!
      








       Frequently Asked Questions
      




         What is the best online casino in New Zealand?
        


          Through our casino reviews, the best licensed online casino in New Zealand is Jackpot City, with a welcome bonus of up to$ 1500 to bet on casino games!
         







         Is it legal to play at a virtual casino in New Zealand?
        


          Yep. New Zealand has come to recognize as legal the casino duly registered and licensed by SRIJ - Gaming Regulation and Inspection Service, to aim to combat the illicit market, fraud by non-payment of prizes and S ensure the safe bet of players.
         







         How long does it take on average to make a withdrawal?
        


          Withdrawal processes at an internet casino can take anywhere from 1 to 5 business days, depending on the casino and the withdrawal method chosen. When deciding to make a withdrawal, the player must confirm some registration data, such as the amount to be withdrawn, IBAN, BIC, payment method to be used, etc. For that, read our casino reviews and see the best methods.
         







         Do I have to pay taxes on my winnings at a casino?
        


          No. Taxes for online casinos in New Zealand are already deducted from the casino operator itself.
         







         Is it safe to gamble at virtual casinos in New Zealand?
        


          Yep. Since new laws imposed by the SRIJ in 2015, the practice of online gambling has become safer than ever. The player must check whether the online casino has the operating license issued by the SRIJ. To feel safer and get more information, read our casino reviews.
         







         How do you know if a casino site is safe?
        


          First of all, we would like to point out that all online casinos mentioned by Bianz are duly licensed and regulated for operation in New Zealand. Always check our site for the best casino reviews!
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       Are you looking for the best casino games and the biggest bonuses on the market? Bianz is waiting for you! We have tried and tested all the casinos in New Zealand, and we only choose the most reliable and fun ones to bet your money on. Stay on top of our news and updates to make the most of your online casino experience!
      



        Sign up for our newsletter and receive the latest casino offers, promotions and exclusive offers!
       








          Register
         











        I am over 18 years old.
       





        I agree to receive marketing updates.
       


        By sending us your email, you agree that you have reviewed and accepted our privacy and cookies policy.
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      bianz.co.nz it is owned by Baking Industry Association of New Zealand and is completely independent of the gaming companies. Please note that third parties reserve the right to change or remove bonuses & promotions at short notice. bianz.co.nz it cannot therefore be held responsible for any incorrect information. Always read the bonus terms and conditions at each casino carefully before playing. We only link casinos licensed by the Gaming Regulation and Inspection Services, SRIJ New Zealand.
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       This site uses cookies.
      


       By continuing, you give us permission to deploy cookies in accordance with our
       
        Cookie Policy
       
       .
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